E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrial

Book key

1.1 Open answers

1.2 Open answers (1 sad 2 a long way away from
3 friends 4 can’t)

2.1 ✓: 1, 3, 4, 6

2.2 Mary, Michael, Elliott, Gertie, Lance, Harvey,
Tyler, Steve

2.3 1 quietly 2 quickly 3 slowly 4 heavily
5 angrily 6 loudly

2.4 Open answers

3.1 1 chocolates 2 a dollar 3 No, he doesn’t.
4 fork, record-player

3.2 1 d 2 f 3 b 4 e 5 c 6 a 7 g

3.3 1 to 2 into 3 out of 4 on 5 next to/near
6 from 7 with 8 for 9 in front of
10 around

3.4 Open answers

4.1 1 Flowers.
2 His heart light shines for her.
3 He wants to tell somebody.
4.2 1 Elliott 2 Elliott 3 Michael 4 Gertie
5 Gertie 6 Elliott 7 E.T. 8 Lance

4.3 1 E.T. made a loud noise.
2 They weren’t stupid.
3 Could they get him up to the stars?
4 Elliott took a toy from her hands.
5 He brought E.T. some fruit and vegetables.
6 E.T. understood.
7 The ball fell quickly to the floor again.
8 Elliott hid in some plants by the road.

4.4 Open answers

5.1 1 listening, driving 2 listening, looking
3 --

5.2 1 inside 2 transmitter 3 finger 4 bike
5 over 6 weak

5.3 1 f 2 a 3 b 4 d 5 c 6 e
1 When E.T. asked for more things for his
transmitter, the boys found them for him.
2 E.T. had to hide when Mary came into Elliott’s
bedroom.
3 E.T. put a chocolate next to Mary when she was
asleep.
4 When Keys looked at a map, he found Mary’s
house.
5 People gave E.T. candy when he went to their
houses.
6 When E.T. moved his fingers, the bike left the
ground.

5.4 Open answers

6.1 1 Elliott 2 E.T. 3 a scientist 4 Michael
5 Michael 6 Mary

6.2 1 Michael 2 Keys 3 Michael 4 Keys
5 Elliott 6 Keys 7 Elliott

6.3 1 older 2 taller 3 hotter, weaker 4 sadder
5 uglier 6 quieter 7 better 8 happier

6.4 Open answers

Talk about it  Open answers

Write about it  Open answers

Project  Open answers (The ‘Friends’ are Rachel, Monica,
Phoebe, Joey, Chandler, and Ross. Friends
started on American TV in 1994. It finished ten years
later. 100 countries show it on TV now.)

Discussion activities key

1–2 Open answers

3 Suggested answers: They come from space/other
planets. They look very different and they can do
different things from humans. They have heart-lights.
They can talk to plants. They can learn to talk to
humans. They are very intelligent and friendly. Their
hearts shine when they are happy or excited.

4–6 Open answers

7 The extra-terrestrial felt hungry after the spaceship
left. He was afraid. Elliott put a small round chocolate
on the ground. The old visitor felt very tired and
slowly went to sleep. Elliott pushed the extra-terrestrial
across the room into the closet. Elliott felt full of new
things. E.T. didn’t like the really loud noise of the
radio.

8–11 Open answers.

12 E.T. has a problem because he is alone in a strange
place. He feels afraid and wants to go back to his
planet where his friends are. + Open answers

13 Because E.T. worked very hard on the transmitter
and touched the record player and computer.
+ Open answers

14–17 Open answers

18 Suggested answers: Good things: He learnt to speak.
He was friends with Elliott and Michael and Gertie.
He made a transmitter and his friends in the spaceship
came and found him. He went back to his home. Bad
things: He was alone. The scientists wanted to find
him and study him. He died. He had to hide in the
closet. He became weaker.

19–21 Open answers
E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrial

Activity worksheets key
1  a slowly  b started  c plants  d strange  
   e beautiful  f understand
2  a door  b forest  c town  d bedroom  
   e kitchen  f van
3  a felt  b food  c ground  d after  e house  
   f plants  g shouted  h opened  i chocolate  
   j mouth
4  a Because the spaceship got away.  
   b He hid in the trees.  
   c He was asleep on the ground next to the plants in 
     the yard.  
   d She went to work.  
   e A really loud noise came out and E.T. put his hands 
     over his ears.  
   f E.T. put the dollar in his mouth.  
   g Elliott didn’t know why and he didn’t ask.
5  a 2  b 1  c 4  d 5  e 3  f 6
6  a Lance  b Gertie  c E.T.  d Elliott  e Steve  
   f Greg
7  a hot–cold  
   b happy–sad  
   c quietly–loudly  
   d hard–easy  
   e slowly–quickly  
   f inside–outside
8  a transmitter  
   b line of toys at the front of the closet  
   c meat  
   d clothes  
   e forest  
   f house
9  a ✓  b X  c X  d ✓  e X  f ✓  g X  h X
10  a Michael > Mary  b blue > gray  
    c Mary > Elliott  d Gertie > Elliot  e car > house  
    f happy > sad  g Keys > Michael  h tired > afraid
11  a How did the boys get to the forest?  
    b What did the police and scientists find at the river?  
    c What did Gertie give E.T.?  
    d Who walked into the spaceship?  
    e What did the boys see at the end of the street?
12  a drove  b van  c to  d above  e went  
    f slowly  g in  h walking
13–14 Open answers

Progress test key
1  a ✓  b ✓  c X  d ✓  e ✓  f ✓  g ✓  h X
   i X  j X  k ✓
2  a taught  b found  c finger  d red  e ugly  
   f walked  g phone  h brighter  i E.T.  
   j transmitter  k talked
3  a The plants  
   b The extra-terrestrials  
   c E.T.  
   d Michael  
   e Gertie  
   f Keys  
   g Lance  
   h Mary  
   i Elliott  
   j The doctors
4  a 10  b 9  c 2  d 3  e 5  f 7  g 8  h 4  i 1  
   j 6
5  a shone  b put  c listened  d pointed  e sat  
   f rode  g gave  h looked  i wanted  j showed